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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group containing an immolation f such that the 
central&r off in G is isomorphic with an elementary -4beliaian gro@ V of order 211 
exten~edfaithfa~ly by Aut(Maa), the automoy~hism group of MZ, . Then one of the 
following holds: 
(i) G = Q(G) * C,(f) or 
(ii) Y 4 G ar,d G/V- M*, OY 
(iii) G g J, . 
Remark. Here J4 denotes a sporadic simple group discovered by Janko and 
discussed in [3]. 
1. ON THE STRUCTURE OF C(f) 
LEMMA 1. Let E be an elementary Abelian group of order 21° and let X = E’, 
Aut(M,,) be a semidiTect product of E with the a~to~~o~~h~srn group of i4!J2z swh 
that Aut(Ma,) acts faithfully on E. If e is a 2-central ~~~o~~t~o~ in E with respect to 
X, then Cx(e)lE is either isomorphic zuith an elementary Abelian group of order 32 
extended by -‘j or with an elementary Abelian group of order 16 extended by & ~ 
Proof. The group Aut(M,,) contains exactly two classes of maxirnai sub- 
groups containing &-subgroups as can be seen from the list of maximal sub- 
groups of Mz, in [5, p. 2351, namely, I&, . .& and EI, ~ LY6 . Now assranx 
5 7 / C,(e)], then in both cases e would have more than 1023 conjugates in E, 
which is absurd. The structure of Z; and & thus yields the claimed results, 
COROLLARY. The group MZ2 contains a Rob&us group of order 55 and from 
the fact that elements of order 11 of Maa act jixed-point-free on E we see that an 
element w of order 5 of X centyalixes exactly a 4-group in E. As an &-subgroup of 
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Mgz is not normalized by a nontrivial odd-order element, we thus get that the center 
of an S,-subgroup of X has order 2 OY 4. 
In the following lemma we consider the group x’ which group is isomorphic 
with an elementary Abelian group E of order 2r” extended faithfully by llJz, . 
Clearly the center of an Se-subgroup of X’ is also either of order 2 or 4. Further- 
more, x’ contains a subgroup U, such that E < Ur and UJE is isomorphic with 
an elementary Abelian group of order 16 extended faithfully by .Zz . Similarly 
set U, < X’ such that E < Us and U,IE is isomorphic with an elementary 
Abelian group of order 16 extended faithfully by A, and Us < X’ such that 
E < Us and U,/E is isomorphic with the holomorph of an elementary Abelian 
group of order 8. Finally we may assume that T is an &-subgroup of X’ con- 
taining an S,-subgroup of each Vi where i = 1,2, or 3. 
LEMMA 2. The group Z(T) has oydeu 2. 
Proof. Assume that Z(T) has order 4, say Z(T) = (er , ea). Then by Lemma I 
we get e, + e2 + ere, in X’ and Cx(e,) g Cx(ez) E Cx(e,e,) r U, . So e, , e2 , 
and ere, each have 231 conjugates in E with respect to x’. Let e E E# such that 
7 1 j C,(e)]. Then the list of maximal subgroups of Ma, in [5] yields that C,,(e)/E 
is isomorphic with a subgroup of L,(4), A, , or UJE. Furthermore, we have 
5 Y j C,,(e)/E 1 and i X’ : C,(e)i < 330. Thus we have C,(e) E Us and so E+ 
splits into four X-classes of involutions with representatives e, , e2 , ere, , and e. 
The group Z(O,( UJ) clearly contains conjugates of e, , ea , and erea . The 
factor group U,/O,(U,) which is isomorphic with A, acts faithfully but not 
transitively on Z(O,( U,)). So 1 Z(O,( UJ)] > 24. Since the involutions of n/r,, 
invert elements of order 5 of A!& we have j Z(O,(U,))j < 26. So Z(O,(U,)) 
contains an involution d such that CX,(c)/E contains an elementary Abelian 
group of order 16 extended faithfully by an element of order 5. So Cx,(Z)/E is 
neither conjugate to a subgroup of U, nor of U, . This contradiction proves the 
lemma. 
COROLLARY. The &-subgroups of X have cyclic centers of order 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let e, denote an involution in Z(T). 
(a) If C,(e,) E U, then Es splits into three X-orbits of lengths 231-770-22 
and representatives e, , e2 , and e, such that C,,(e,)/E is isomorphic with an 
elementary Abelian group of order 16 extended faithfully by a &-normalizer of A, 
while C,,(e,)/E is isomorphic with L,(4). 
(b) If C,J(e,) G U, then E# splits into three x’-orbits of lengths 77-330-616 
and representatives e, , e, , and e3 such that Cx,(e,) is isomorphic with U, while 
Cx,(e,)/E is isomorphic with A, . 2, a maximal subgroup of n/r,, . 
.I&$ (a) Let e be an involution in P such that 7 i 1 C,(e)~ and assume 
5 f i Cx,(e)i. Then again by [5] we see that CX(e)/E is isomorphic with a subgroup 
of L,(4) or UJE and so we get that e has 330 conjugates and that C*(e) is 
isomorphic with 7i; . By the structure of AfPz , e.g., see [4], we know that C,(e);E 
contains an elementary Abelian subgroup of order I6 that is conjugate in X’,‘E 
with O,( UJE). Thus we have 24( 1 Z(O,( UJ)l < 2”. As Uz:‘,!O,(Uz) acts faithfully 
on the conjugates of e, in Z(O,(U,)) we see that 2” < Z(O,(L/‘,)). Since 
O,( UJE) A O,( U,/E) contains an involution i we get (Z(O,( piI)), Z(O,( L:.J,)t>, < 
GE(Z), a subgroup of E of order 26. Thus Z(Q,( L1) . O,( UJ) has order at ieast 8. 
The group O,( Ur) . O,( U,) h as index 2 in T/E. Clearly this contradicts Lemma 2. 
So we have shown 1 C&)I = 2 for elements p of order 7 of X’ and CE;-(g)i = 2” 
for elements 0 of order 3 of X’. The last remark follows from the fact that i6;rz2 
has only one class of elements of order 3 and contains Frobenius groups of order 
21. Let e be an involution in E+ such that 5.7 : j &7,(e)l. Then Cx,(e),‘E is 
isomorphic with a subgroup ofL,(4) or A, . Assume CX(e)/E s -12, Then e has 
176 conjugates in E with respect to x’. Clearly there is only one /Y-orbit in E of 
length 176. Thus Cr(e)/E is either isomorphic with Ai x Z, or with Xi hut 
neither of these two groups is a subgroup of Aut(il/l2J. This together with the 
structure of L,(4) yields that Cx,(e)/E is isomorphic with d;,(4) and so e has 22 
conjugates in E with respect to x’. Let e be an involution in E+ with e + d + q 
in x’. Then d has at lest and hence exactly 2 5 7 21 ::= 770 conjugates. 
Comparing this last result with [S] we see that (a) is shown. 
(b) Let e be an involution in Es such that 5 7 I C,(e) 1. Then by the same 
arguments as above we see that Cx,(e)/E 1s isomorphic with L,(4). But then 
elements of order 5 would centralize at least two conjugates of eL and two 
conjugates of e. So let e and g be involutions in Eg such that e + e, + i and such 
that 5 ; j Cx,(e)i and 7 / ’ Cx,(Q. Again by (51 we se’e that C’,(a) is isomorphic 
with ES and so e” has 330 X’-conjugates in E. Clearly 2 .7 . I i divides zIT’ : C,r,(p) 
and I X’ : C,,(e)’ = I [5]. Th us e has exactly 616 Y-conjugates in E and since 
neither L,(4) nor D;lE contains a subgroup of order 2” . 3” 5 we see by [S] that 
(b) is shown. 
COROLLARY. As all X-orbits of E have diSjeevent Iengths we conclude that -Y 
induces the same orbits on E. Moreover, it is clear that if we are i?z case (a) oj” 
Lemma 3 then CX(el)/E is isomorphic with an elementary Abelian ,groz*p oj- o&e:? 
2j extended faithfully by Z; , Cx(e,)/E is isomorphic with a direct product of ~1: 
cyclic group of order 2 with the holomorph oJ an elemelztnvy Abe~~an~~~~p of order 8, 
and CX(e.7)/E is isomorphic with the full auto~~o~ph~sm group of A, , zuhile if we are 
in case (‘n) of Lemma 3 then Cx(e,)/E is isomoq@hic with an elementary &e&an 
grotip of order 16 extended faithfully by Z6 , Cx(e,jjE is isomorphic Gth an 
elementary Abeliafz group of oraYe 16 extended faithfully by a S,-novmakzer of .X6 Q 
and CX(e,)jE is isomorphic with L,(4) extended by the field a~tomo~~hism of order 2, 
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LEMMA 4. (i) If w is an element of order 5 in C(f) then C,(w) is elementary 
Abelian of order 8. 
(ii) If u is an element of order 3 in C(f) then C,(o) is elementary Abelian 
of order 32. 
(iii) If p is an element of order 7 in C(f) then C,(p) is elementary Abelian 
of order 4. 
Proof. (i) is clear since w acts nontrivially on a Sir-subgroup of C(f). To 
prove (ii) we just consider the group X’ again. If we are in case (a) of Lemma 3 
then (ii) and (iii) were shown in the proof of the previous lemma. So we may 
assume that we are in case (b) of Lemma 3. Thus Z(O,(U,)) consists of conju- 
gates of e, only. So Z(O,( U,)) either has order 2 or 25. As Z(O,( U,)) is acted upon 
faithfully by & we see that / Z(O,( U,))l > 2* holds and so by Lemma 2 we have 
j Z(O,(U,))/ = 2. Hence ! Z,(O,(U,))I < 27 and so by (i) we have 
1 Z2(O,(U,))I E P”, z5, 9. 
Since the 2-rank of C,(e,)/E is only 2 we conclude that Z,(O,(Uz)) does not 
contain conjugates of ea and so by (‘) 1 we get [ Z,(O,(zi,))j = 25. Clearly A, acts 
faithfully on E/Z,(O,( U,)) and on Z,(O,(U,))/Z(O,(U,)). From the fact that 
n/r,, contains only one class of elements of order 3 we thus conclude that (ii) 
holds. (iii) now follows easily from (ii) since elements of order 7 are acted upon 
nontrivially by elements of order 3. So the lemma is shown. 
DEFINITION. (i) An involution i in X is called to be of the 1st type if iE is 
a 2-central involution in X/E. 
(ii) An involution i in X is called to be of the 2nd type if iE centralizes an 
element of order 7 in X/E. 
(iii) An involution i in X is called to be of the 3rd type if iE centralizes an 
element of order 5 in X/E. 
LEMMA 5. (i) If i is an involution in X of the 1st type then / C’,(i)1 = 26. 
(ii) If i is an involution in X of the 2nd type then 1 C,(i); = 27. 
(iii) If i is an involution in X of the 3rd type then / C,(i)/ = 25. 
Proof. As S,-normalizers of Mzz are Frobenius groups of order 20 we see by 
Lemma 4(i) that (i) follows. In both cases of Lemma 3 we see that there exists a 
stabilizer containing elements of order 14. This together with Lemma 4(iii) 
shows (ii). The last part of the lemma follows from the fact that the involutions 
in Aut(M,,) corresponding to involutions of the 3rd type of X invert elements of 
order 11 in Aut(Maa). Thus the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6. The group E is the only elementary Abelian group of order 21° in X. 
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Proof. Assume E is another elementary Abehan subgroup of X of order 2r? 
Then by Lemma 5 and by the structure of Aut(Mz,) we see that 2” > 
1 E n ii? , 3 2j. So first assume 1 E n J?? / = 25. If we are in case (b) of Lemma 3 
then clearly C,(e,) contains an involution of the 3rd type and so by Lemma S(iii) 
the groilp Z(ER) contains a conjugate of e, contradicting the fact that C*(ea)/E 
does not contain elementary Abeiian subgroups of order 2j. Thus we are nn 
case (a) of Lemma 3. Considering the group Uz we see that Z(O,(Ua)) contains 
conjugates of el , e2 ) and ea and by the action of A, we see that 1 Z(O,(U.J)l > 2” 
holds. This however is a contradiction to the corollary of Lemma 2. 
may assume 1 E n E / = 2G and so by Lemma S(m) EE,E does n 
involutions of the 3rd type. Thus by the structure of Aut(h42,) we see that ERIE 
is not contained in an elementary Abelian subgroup of order 2” of X/E. As 
.Aut(AG) does not contain elementary Abelian subgroups or order 16 we see by 
similar arguments as above that we are in case (a) of Lemma 3 and E n I? 
contains conjugates of e, , e2 , and e, . But every elementary Abelian subgroup of 
(e,)lE of order 16 is contained in C,,(e,)/E from which we get EE = 02(LTl). 
ut every elementary Abelian subgroup of order 16 of Cz(e,)/E is conjugate 
with O,(U,)jE. This final contradiction proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY. The group V is the only e~el~e~~ta~y Abelian subgrou? oJ” order TLL 
of W). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
kEMMA 7. The group C(f) is a proper subgroup of N(V). 
ProoJ Assume by way of contradiction C(f) = N(V). Then by the preceding 
corollary we see that C(f) controls fusion in V ad so J G 19 V = {fj. By 
Glauberman’s lemma [2] we can find an involution t E C(f)\17 such that t -f 
in @. First assume that t is an involution of the 3rd type of C(J). So there is an 
element w of order 5 in C(f) centralizing the involution t. Then we have 
/ C,(t)l = 26, l[v,t]j = 25, and f $ [V, t] by Lemma 5. As Y n 0,(67(t)) is 
nontriviaI and does not contain conjugates off we see that the involutions of the 
coset tV split into two G-classes with representatives t and t$ So the structure 
of Aut(IWa,) yields that Cccr)(t) contains a subgroup U such that CY(t) ;< U 
and U/C,(t) is isomorphic with an elementary Abelian group of order 2” extended 
y a cyclic group (zu) of order 5. By Lemma 3 w that [V, t] is not cantained 
m Z(O,(U)). This shows [V, t] n O,(U)’ i 1. rve that up to conjugatim 
with elements of C(t) the group ([V, t], (w)) . O,(C(t))/ ,(C(t>) is unique. So 
O,(U)’ is a subgroup of Q,(C(t)> contradicting [V, t] PI @(C(t)) = 2. Thus we 
have shown that no conjugate off in C(j) is an involution of the 3rd type* By 
Lemma 5 we have j[V, t] 1 3 22. So we may choose t E C(S)‘* V, and by what 
we have just shown we see that C,(t) has order 27 and therefore J$ [V, t]. 
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Clearly [V, t] n O,(C(t)) = 1 and similarly we conclude f G n (t, V> = 
{f, t . [V, t]}. Thus there is u E C(f) n C(t), o(u) = 3 and t -f in C(a). We 
have I[C,(o), t]I = 4 and C(a) n C(f)/C,(o) (u) z X4 . Considering a minimal 
normal subgroup of C(o)/O(C( (J )) we see t + f which finally proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Thegroup C(f) does not contain an &-subgroup of N( V). 
Proof. If we are in case (a) of Lemma 3 then V splits at most into seven 
C(f)-orbits of lengths l-231-231-770-770-22-22. An orbit length exactly 
occurs twice if whenever e belongs to such an orbit then e + e . f in C(f). 
Kow assume that C(f) contains an S,-subgroup of N(V). Then f either has 
l+n.770fm.22, whereO,(n, m<2 and nfm31, or 1+462+ 
n . 770 + m . 22, where 0 < n, m < 2 conjugates in V. Applying Thompson’s 
transfer lemma to the involutions of the 3rd type of C(f)/V we see by Lemma 5 
that N(V) contains a subgroup ‘% of index 2 such that Ma, is a subgroup of odd 
index in ‘%. Thus comparing with the order of GL(11,2) we finally get 
1%y1l~(2~.3~.5.7.11 .23, 27.34.52*7*11, 27.32*5*7.11 e23.89). 
Clearly 52 does not divide / N(V)/ for then f would be centralized by a group of 
order52.1f;%i =27*32.5.7*11+23then!Qisasimplegroupandsoby 
[l] % g Maa which, however, is not possible since M2, does not admit an outer 
automorphism of order 2. Considering the last case we easily see that N(V) does 
not have a normal 89-complement which contradicts a Sylow theorem. If we are in 
case (b) of Lemma 3, then similarly as in the beginning we get that V splits at 
most into seven C(f)-orbits of lengths l-77-77-330-330-616616. Again 
assume 2~ j N(V) : C(f)i. Then f ei th er has 1 + n .330 + m .616 where 
0 < n, m < 2 and n + m 3 1, or 1 + 154 + n. 330 + m .616 where 0 < n, 
m < 2 conjugates in V. But in any of these cases a contradiction arises in almost 
the same way as before. So the lemma is shown 
LEMMA 9. The factor N(V)/V is isomorphic with M24 . 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8 we again consider the C( f )-orbits in V. 
The result of the above lemma thus shows thatfeither has 1 + 231 + n .770 + 
m .22 or 1 + 77 + n * 330 + m .616 conjugates in V with respect to N(V) 
where 0 < n, m < 2. Again comparing with the order of GL(ll, 2) we finally 
get/N(V)/V~~(218~32~5~7~11,29~32~5~7~11~127,210~33~5~7~l1~23, 
2lr . 33 15 * 7 * 11 * 17). Assume / N(V)/VI = 211 . 32 . 5 * 7 . 11. Let w be an 
element of order 5 in N(V)/V. Then C,(w) has order 8 and CN~v~Iv(w)/(w> acts 
faithfully on C,(w). Thus C,,,),,(w)/< w is isomorphic with a dihedral group ) 
of order 8. This however contradicts the structure of GL(l1, 2) since 
(Coeval,,/)’ centralizes only a subgroup of order 26 of V. Next assume 
1 N(V)/V 1 = 29 . 32 . 5 .7 . 11 . 127. Then clearly the centralizer of an element 
of order 127 in N(V)/V is at most twice as large and as N(V)/V does not have a 
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norma! 127-complement we get a contradiction from the Sylow theorems. 
Finally assume j N(V)/V j = 2 11*33.5.7-Ii .17. Then we are in case [b) 
of Lemma 3 andf has 1 f 77 + 330 conjugates in I/’ with respect to N(V) Thus 
N(V) contains elements of order 15 and so V* splits into three N(Y)-orbirs of 
lengths 408, 1309, and 330. Hence an element of order 17 centralizes exactly 
seven involutions of the orbit with 330 members contradicting the fact that an 
S,,-normalizer is not divisible by 7, which can be seen directly from Lemma 4. 
Thus we are left with the case / N(V)/V ! = 2’0 . 33 ” 5 . 7 . 11 .23. Let 
minimal normal subgroup of N(V)/V. As S,,- and S&-subgroups of NfV)/V are 
self-centralizing we finally conclude that !R is a non-Abelian simple group of 
the same order as Ma, and so the main result of [7] proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 10. Let .z denote an involution irk the center of an ~~-s~bgro~~ of N(V). 
Then 0(&I,(x)) = 1. 
Proo$ Let x be an element of order 7 in N(V).Then clearly C,(x) is a 4-group 
containing conjugates off only. Acting with Cy(x) on O(C,(z)) we see that the 
lemma is shown. 
COROLLARY. The above lemma completes the list of con~~t~~~s made irz [is]. 
So by the structure of C(f) we conclude that if N(V) is a proper subgrgup of G then 
G is isomorphic with J4 . This$nally proves the theorem. 
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